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Abstract
Models of narrative have been proposed from many perspectives and most of these nowadays
promote further the notion that narrative is a transmedial phenomenon: i.e., stories can be told
making use of distinct and multiple forms of expressions. This raises a range of theoretical and
practical questions, as well as rendering the task of providing computational models of narrative
both more interesting and more challenging. Central to this endeavour are issues concerned
with the potential mutual conditioning of narrative forms and the media employed. Methods
are required for isolating narrative properties and mechanisms that may be generalised across
media, while at the same time appropriately respecting differences in medial affordances. In this
discussion paper I set out a corresponding approach to characterising narrative that draws on
a fine-grained formal characterisation of multimodal discourse developed on the basis of both
functional and formal linguistic models of discourse, generalised to the multimodal case. After
briefly setting out the theoretical principles on which the account builds, I position narrative
with respect to the framework and give an example of how audiovisual narratives such as film are
accounted for. It will be suggested that a common anchoring in a well specified notion of discourse
as an intrinsically multimodal phenomenon offers beneficial new angles on how narratives can
be modelled, as well as establishing bridges between humanistic understandings of narrative
and complementary computational accounts of narratives involving communicative goal-based
planning.
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Introduction

It has become relatively common to discuss models of narrative by drawing on various
theoretical constructs and ideas proposed within the broad field of narratology. However,
the narratologist David Herman [18, pp. 47–48] sets out what he describes as two ‘great
ironies’ of narratological work on narrative as follows. First, although Barthes in his early
considerations of accounts of narrative in the 1960s and 1970s had already called for a ‘second
linguistics’ going beyond the limits of the sentence and structural linguistics at that time
[4, p.83], narratology instead adopted many tenets of precisely that structural linguistics
Barthes was urging moving beyond. And, second, despite the fact that many foundational
works on narrative had begun by addressing oral storytelling, narratology has since been
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largely dominated by an orientation to written literary texts. This shaping of the field has,
it will be suggested in this discussion paper, led to a systematic lack of attention to areas of
textual description that are now required in order to track narratives as they move across
‘media’ and purposes – as in particular when we see narrative aspects being drawn on in the
contexts of games, argument, biography and so on.
Less well considered is the fact that the last 20 years has seen within various branches of
linguistics precisely that ‘second linguistics’ that Barthes was looking for. I will call this for
current purposes ‘discourse linguistics’, although there are several contributing areas that use
a range of nomenclatures spanning functional linguistics, formal linguistics, psycholinguistics,
computational linguistics and more. The central unifying feature drawn on here is that we
now have a rich foundation of discourse-related linguistic methods for dealing with connected
texts ‘beyond’ the sentence. These have only been applied fragmentarily to the issues typically
discussed in narratological approaches to narrative despite the possibilities suggested of
beginning to anchor more abstract interpretative schemes in empirically-grounded linguistic
research on texts and discourse. This suggests a sustainable point of possible interchange
between more humanistic approaches to ‘text’ and more concrete linguistic-feature oriented
approaches from linguistics.
A development of this kind gains considerable further motivation by the fact that both
narratology and the computational modelling of narrative are seeking to move beyond
verbal narratives. There is considerable discussion of what is labelled ‘transmedial narrative’
(e.g., [29, 30, 32]) on the one hand, while computational models and formalisms are being
suggested not only for connected text but also for film and virtual cinematography, for
combinations of image and text as in graphic novels, and in interactional contexts and
interactive narrative. Whereas narratology still has rather limited experience in this direction,
recent developments in the formal and functional characterisation of multimodal discourse
can be directly applied. This is then the main focus of this position paper: showing how new
accounts of multimodal discourse may serve as a powerful intermediate level of modelling that
would connect abstract narrative concerns with concrete, and thereby modellable, features of
narrative artefacts and performances.
The structure of the paper is consequently as follows. First I set out how a linguisticallyinflected model of discourse can be applied multimodally. Second, I suggest how this may
relate to narrative concerns. And finally, I set out some directions of current and future work
that may take us further, including applications to interactive narrative and games.

2

From discourse linguistics to multimodal discourse analysis

The essential property of discourse (and texts) that required the move beyond sentenceoriented accounts is the very different mechanisms of meaning construction that become
relevant. Whereas sentence meaning can largely be characterised in terms of compositional
semantics operating within monotonic logics of various kinds, this does not work for texts. As
long stated in text linguistics of almost all persuasions, a text is not a kind of ‘super-sentence’
but belongs to a different class of linguistic behaviour.
Consequences of this qualitative change can be seen even within sentences, however, as in
the trivial examples:
1. She went to the park and played football.
2. She played football and went to the park.
Regular interpretations of these two sentences would suggest differing temporal sequencing of
the events described, despite the fact that a logical conjunction makes no such commitments.
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Moreover, the temporal interpretations are defeasible: that is, it may well be, in particular
contexts of use, that no such temporal assertion was intended. Such variations in meanings
are often shunted to areas of pragmatics and contextualisation, drawing on aspects of world
knowledge and additional reasoning mechanisms.
‘Classical’ theories of text interpretation generally attempt to characterise this process
of making meaning from texts as an inference process where particular propositions are
derived from the logical propositional content of the utterances of the verbal text. These
are then further developed by the application of cultural and background knowledge of
various kinds. Problematic with this family of approaches is that it is generally difficult to
characterise precisely which facets of background/cultural knowledge are required in any way
apart from simply describing the text. Since as competent language users and text producers
we generally know what texts mean, the ‘analysis’ comes to describe what we already knew
the text means. This is not an adequate theory of meaning construction in texts for many
reasons, and particularly not for any attempt to provide computational models.
Two objections that are particularly important are the following. First, pulling in
information as required from world knowledge is a potential blackhole in terms of the extent
of the reasoning that is required: this is not realistic in that hearers evidently come to
interpretations very quickly and appear not to pull in arbitrary quantities of background
knowledge – methods must be provided which indicate more specifically just what knowledge
may be required and in what detail. Second, the interpretation process is in many respects
backwards in that it assumes detailed world knowledge in order to understand the text. In
fact, the text as text asserts world knowledge, i.e., it presupposes that certain relationships
hold, regardless of whether the interpreter has the necessary knowledge already or not. Only
by this means can text also function as constitutive of meanings and connections in a culture
rather than simply echoing them.
Such implicit assertion of relationships occurs at various levels of generality and abstraction:
commonly the implicit assertions of a text are sufficiently general, relating to issues of temporal
order, causality, explanations, etc., that it is not necessary for an interpreter to proceed to
further levels of testing unless necessary for the specific communicative goals of the text. This
critical distinction between pursuing text understanding in terms of world knowledge and
pursuing text understanding in terms of a text’s implicit assertions is the basis underlying
several current dynamic models of discourse. Within formal discourse semantics such dynamic
properties of textual interpretation first received focused attention and formalisation with
the development of inherently dynamic semantics, within which the semantics of an entire
sequence of contributing blocks of information depends crucially on the ordering of that
sequence (e.g., [20, 17]). This has been progressively extended since that time.
Currently the most prominent linguistic account of the dynamic properties of discourse
semantics is that couched in Asher and Lascarides’ Segmented Discourse Representation
Theory (SDRT: [21, 2]). Similar emphases of the dynamic nature of discourse interpretation
and production occur across most approaches to discourse, including both formal and
functional linguistic schools (cf. [22]). The level of interpretation of discourse semantics that
such models provide forms a mediating buffer between general world and cultural knowledge
and the information that is directly required to interpret a text. Discourse interpretation then
operates by constructing a semantic representation for each incoming discourse contribution,
traditionally a sentence or utterance, which is then linked by means of discourse relations into
a growing discourse structure. Discourse relations are defined so that both their applicability
to particular semantic representations and the requirements they make of context are made
explicit. They thus look both ‘downwards’ towards concrete linguistic forms (and their
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compositional semantics) and ‘upwards’ towards context. The requirements made of context
define precisely the ways in which identifiable ‘gaps’ in interpretation are both created
and resolved.
Important for us here is that it is possible to extend such a treatment of dynamic discourse
semantics multimodally so that it can be applied to any similarly dynamic ‘textual’ artefact
or performance, regardless of the modalities, or forms of expressive resources, that are
employed – by these means we can draw connections across verbal texts and audiovisual
discourses as realised in film as well as conjoined verbal-visual texts such as graphic novels
and comics. In several papers, our group in Bremen has set out how such an extension of
modelling capabilities can be applied to a diverse range of media (e.g., [5, 9, 11, 34]); a
detailed introduction to the foundations of the approach is given in Bateman and Wildfeuer
[10], while the particular characterisation of the modes of multimodality, and their relation
to discourse semantics on the one hand and to more traditional notions of ‘media’ on the
other, is given in Bateman [7, 8].
A brief example showing a discourse semantic view of what happens during the interpretation of a fragment of film will help clarify this position. It can quickly be established
that viewers are making assumptions of meanings for such fragments over and above an
appreciation of what happens in each shot and these assumptions show striking similarities to
effects observed in verbal discourse interpretation requiring both dynamic interpretation and
defeasible reasoning. A sequence decomposition of a fragment from Michelangelo Antonioni’s
Blow Up (1966) taken from towards the end of the film is shown in Table 1. During the
entire fragment there is no dialogue or non-diegetic sound (simplifying our task); we only
hear leaves being blown in the wind; frame numbers run from the beginning of the extract
and are approximate. Although Blow Up is a classic film for the purposes of interpretation
from many theoretical and analytic perspectives, including cultural and narrative concerns,
our interpretation here will focus more precisely on how a well specified multimodal discourse
analysis can pick out a film fragment’s operation in terms of generating expectations. Such
expectations are also driven partially by convention, which may then be intended in the
film’s composition in order to create particular opportunities for filmic meaning articulation.
Following the sequence through, we have the following interpretation; for readers unfamiliar
with the fragment, the effect to be described can probably be gained (although significantly
weakened) simply by examining the images presented in the table in sequence before reading
the next paragraph.
First, we see the main character (simply named ‘the Photographer’) looking for something
that he had formerly seen under a tree (shot 1). We focus in on him from above and behind
(shot 2) as he continues to look on, now aware that what he is looking for will not be found.
At the end of the shot, he looks up. We then see the branches of a tree, blowing in the wind
(shot 3). At this point, viewers have a strong expectation concerning just what they are being
shown: namely, what the Photographer is looking at, or seeing, when he looked up. This
interpretation is now so standard and entrenched in our way of seeing film that viewers will
make it without conscious deliberation – it is, in fact, for good perceptual reasons difficult
not to make this interpretation. Shot 3 then continues with a pan downwards and to the
right away from the branches towards the Photographer. When we reach the Photographer
(frame 482), however, he is not looking up at the branches after all: he is looking slightly
forwards and out of the frame towards the left. He then looks down and then back to the
right, finally turning right (frame 721) and walking off in this direction, the camera tracking
with him.
This sequence commonly evokes an impression of surprise in attentive audiences – although
they may not be able immediately to articulate where this response originated. This
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Table 1 Shot-by-shot breakdown of an example from Antonioni’s Blow Up (1968). Shots are
described in terms of the traditional distance continuum from long shot (LS), through medium long
and medium close shots (MLS, MCS), down to head-and-shoulders shots (H&S).
Shot
1 (6.66s)

Frame
0

2 (6.08s)

159

Focus
P
(David
Hemmings)

Type
MLS

Description
crouching down, looking under a tree

P

MCS

looking around on the
ground

P

MCS

looks up

3 (3.54s)

306

tree
branches

MLS

seen from below

(3.79s)

391

branches

MLS

panning down-right

Image

&

(9.95s)

branches
background
and P

MLS

482

P

MCS

panning stops on Photographer

721

P

H&S

photographer turns
and moves right,
camera tracking with
him

panning down-right
&
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demonstrates that more is occurring during the interpretation of the film than simply
following what is happening. When the Photographer is seen looking to the left of the frame
rather than up towards the tree in the middle of shot 3, the previous interpretation of the
beginning of shot 3 as showing what he is looking at is thrown into doubt. Conventionally,
a shot of branches from below following a shot of someone looking up will be interpreted
as a point-of-view shot [12] even though the film never explicitly stated that this is what
shot 3 was doing. What has happened is that the film’s structure makes this claim. In other
words, how the film has been structured leads viewers to the defeasible discourse hypothesis
that the way that this shot is to be connected into the unfolding discourse is by means of a
‘projection’ [5], or mental perception, relationship.
This discourse interpretation then needs to be retracted when the pan down towards the
right comes to an end showing that the Photographer is not looking at the tree at all. The
situation here is even more complex, however, since we have additional cinematic conventions
that come to bear. Actually there would be nothing ‘in reality’ preventing the beginning of
shot 3 being related as a point-of-view shot and having the character look somewhere else
during the pan downwards. But this is not how point-of-view shots work. An additional part
of the convention is that during a point-of-view shot the character whose point-of-view is
adopted cannot engage in independent action: they are constructed filmically as ‘looking’
and that is all. Antonioni plays with this convention in several of his films.
Slightly more formally, therefore, we have the following situation of interpretation. In
the first two shots we have views of a single character that by virtue of filmic cohesion
[33] of location, figure, posture, continuous sound and image properties (such as colour
balance), contributes to a structure realising a narrative sequence with the shared topic
‘the Photographer’. With the shift in shot 3, we hypothesise a perceptual relationship and
so introduce an embedded topic structure subordinate to the point-of-view of the topic of
the overall structure. All runs well with this hypothesised discourse structure until the
character returns into shot: now we no longer have the option of maintaining an embedded
topic structure because we appear to have rejoined the discourse structure that we started
with. This raises a difficult task of reconciliation for the interpreter, which may well leave
observable behavioural effects that can be subjected to empirical investigation. The only fully
coherent single reading that combines all the possibilities is then that somehow the embedded
topic structure came to an end without being cued explicitly in the filmic material – that
is, the continuous pan does not provide any material support for this interpretation. To
what extent viewers are willing to maintain interpretations for which there is no support will
depend on several factors, including their attentiveness, familiarity with the medium, and
willingness to overlook narrative gaps.
Taken together this demonstrates that the organisation of film is expectation generating,
conventionalised, motivated (in that it commonly draws on perceptual routines) and violable.
And all of these properties are, first, standard properties attributed to verbal discourse
and the contributions made to such discourses and, second, well describable in terms of
progressively applying defined discourse relations which constitute interpretative hypotheses
concerning how the discourse is to be made sense of. In Bateman and Wildfeuer [10] we offer
several examples of how discourse relations for various media can be defined; in Bateman [6]
there is further discussion of how filmic discourse structures such as the example used here
may be conventionalised into filmic idioms in similar ways to constructions in language.
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From multimodal discourse to transmedial narrative

The discussion so far has opened up many points of contact with standard proposals within
narratology. According to Ryan [30, p. 4], for example, narrative necessarily involves:
construction of a storyworld, individuating agents, objects and their spatial arrangements,
contingency, including accidents and the deliberate actions of agents,
linkages between physical states and goals, emotions, intentions so as to produce coherence,
motivation, closure and intelligibility.
Moreover, narrative is seen as a means of ‘sense-making’, of providing explanations. All of
these facets were already identified in the brief description of filmic interpretation from a
discourse semantic perspective in the previous section. And, indeed, many of the properties
commonly associated with narrative can also be seen to be at work in other communicative
situations or text types. Introducing topics, maintaining these and providing additional
information to produce coherence are common features of most discourse types, not only
narrative.
This opens up the main line of inquiry being suggested in this paper: to what extent
might it be the case that we can offer more formalised views of some basic narratological
constructs by modelling them in terms of discourse semantics? Thus, for example, we might
see classic (although still hotly debated) categories such as ‘focalisation’ (cf. [14]) as discourse
achievements brought about by hypothesising particular sequences of discourse relations.
This may bring several benefits for advancing the formal and computational modelling
of narrative constructs. Consider again the example of the previous section and ask how it
would be described in terms of focalisation. Although the relation between point-of-view and
focalisation is itself subject to detailed theoretical discussions, we can for current purposes
simplify somewhat and propose that we have at the beginning of shot 3 of the sequence a move
towards ‘internal focalisation’, where our access to the storyworld is made relative to that of
the Photographer character. This narratological status is then immediately deconstructed
as the pan reveals the violation of the convention. This lets us consider labels such as
‘focalisation’ in terms of the discourse hypotheses that are taken to hold moment-by-moment
during the discourse interpretation of some sequence.
Several authors in narratology and related studies have emphasised that it is possible
to interpret almost anything as a narrative. The more relevant consideration is therefore
how much evidence does an artefact or performance itself give that such an interpretation is
relevant or intended. Wolf describes such features in terms of narrative cues [35]: the concern
is then to what extent an artefact or performance provides narrativisation cues – the greater
the number of cues, the more likely it is that that artefact/performance can be profitably
interpreted as narrative. And, as Wolf emphasises, such cues can be found in many media,
including paintings and other static depictive representations. By relating such narrative
cues back to discourse semantics, we begin to have a link from rather abstract notions of
focalisation, on the one hand, and more established mechanisms of discourse planning as
commonly applied in the computational modelling of narrative in any case, on the other
(e.g., [36, 3, 15]).
In short, we may conceive a formalised account of discourse semantics as an additional
and complementary level of description that mediates between manipulable technical features
of a medium and more abstract, narratively-centred interpretations and descriptions that
would themselves be too far more removed from the details of expression to be drawn directly
into planning or interpretation processes. Under this view, an appropriate planning of such
narrative devices may be more readily achieved by positioning a level of discourse semantics
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between purpose and form – this would mean that increasing identification and empathy,
increasing tension, achieving point-of-view, etc. all become textual goals to be achieved
via discourse.
The planning process would not then need to relate high-level goals such as increasing
tension or achieving a point-of-view shot to particular filmic expressive resources directly for
planning purposes, but could work instead by means of posting intermediate discourse goals
that have been established – primarily by empirical study – to have such desired effects as
consequences. Such discourse goals may then range freely over all of the expressive resources
that a medium provides (e.g., camera movements, lighting, dialogue, gesture and gaze, facial
expression, temporal sequencing and so on), offering a far greater freedom of selection that is
nevertheless related back to communicative goals.

4

Notes for the future

As a closing set of comments I will draw out some final considerations that could draw
support from the line of inquiry suggested in the previous sections. These relate primarily to
the drive to push accounts of narrative and its computational modelling beyond traditional
narrative media such as verbal texts and narrative film and to take in the challenges of
interactive narrative and computer-supported games. I will note two points of interest here
related directly to the proposed role of discourse semantics.
First, the long discussion contrasting narrative-based interpretations of games and gamebased interpretations of games (cf. [19, 27, 31, 1]) has shown that it appears untenable to
‘reduce’ games and game playing to narrative, although there do appear to be narrative
elements at work. This demonstrates that it cannot be the case that a field such as
‘narratology’ provides a suitable foundation for both narrative and games. In contrast, we can
well see both narrative and many game activities as involving the construction of coherent
discourses, particularly when we adopt the position common to treatments of multimodal
discourse that actions play a central role (e.g, [26, 13, 16]). Here, moreover, the ready relation
of discourse back to interaction in language makes it even more relevant for interactive media
such as gaming. This allows us to pursue accounts whereby narrative aspects and gaming
actions do not stand in any conflict. Discourse modelling may show both being supported
at the same time: some of the discourse relations and structures brought about may be
contributing to sequences of actions or turn-taking and so on; others may be acting as
narrativisation cues, supporting narrative interpretations of what is occurring.
Second, and related to the first, the idea of interactive narrative has itself run into a
range of theoretical concerns that raise doubts whether the two poles – interaction, involving
freedom of choice and action on the part of participants, and narrative, involving a generally
authored narrative arc with plot points and resolutions – are compatible. If participants can
‘do what they want’ then there can be little guarantee that a satisfying narrative results
(cf. [23, 28]). An anchoring in an approach enriched with more explicit treatments of discourse
semantics can also be applied to this state of affairs in order to provide some conceptual
clarifications with potential implications for implementation strategies.
Briefly sketched, models of dynamic discourse semantics show that it is not possible
to contrast interactive narratives (and games) with more classical narratives on the basis
that the former involves an active participant and the latter does not. Since discourse
interpretation is always seen as the active formation of discourse hypotheses in context in
order to provide interpretations, the interpreter is always highly active. It is then possible
to consider both the source of interpretative cues and the various kinds of interpretations
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Figure 1 Using discourse semantics to offer a bridge across media.

that may be pursued more carefully. In particular, any contributions that are made on the
part of a computational system supporting the interactive narrative can be seen in the light
of the narrative cues that they offer. These cues need to be planned and reconciled with
the events and states of knowledge that are unfolding within the narrative. They naturally
provide a locus for inserting system-derived narrative arcs into the interaction without forcing
participants either to notice them or to follow them: this then reflects a discourse that is
making a narrativisation ‘offer’ to its participants – with respect to the management of these
cues, it is the computational system that best fits the role of ‘narrator’.
However, and simultaneously, each and every participant must also be seen as an active
participant and a necessary component of that participation is the construction of discourse
coherence for what is occurring. This discourse coherence can just as well include narrative
interpretations that differ from those that may have been planned by the computational
narrator. Cues for such narrative interpretations can (but do not have to) be included in
the actions (construed broadly) of those participants. In this sense, there may be many
narratives unfolding on the basis of the ‘same’ developing scenario – consolidation and
synchronisation of these narratives can only then be an interactive achievement precisely as
studied in multimodal extensions to conversation analysis (cf. [24, 25]). Again, what appears
essential here is the recognition of a variety of discourse mechanisms and how these provide
basic tools for ‘getting the job of narration done’ – even (or rather, especially) when there
may be multiple simultaneous narratives being constructed interactively.
Taken together, the conception of discourse discussed here then might make it possible to
bridge across different but arguably related domains, such as: narrative, interactive stories,
games, since they can all (at least partially) be characterised as instances of discourse. This is
suggested graphically in Figure 1. On the left-hand side we see depicted how many discussions
in the field have proceeded, with narrative placed at a foundational level. In contrast, on the
right-hand side we see the position advocated in this paper. In this view, it is discourse that
provides a bridge across different communicative situations and media. Narrative is then
just one of the kinds of the interpretations that the appropriate manipulation of discourse
expectations and hypotheses can bring about.
Narrative is often considered from its own perspective – and this can no doubt be
useful. But linguistically (and now multimodally), it is ‘just one’ among many forms that
can be constructed via discourse. What remains to be done, therefore, is undertaking the
considerable body of empirical work necessary in order to ascertain just how various media
manage their expressive resources for the creation of such discourse.
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